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Abstract: Sharing medical images can enormously help doctor in their day by day practice by permitting them to arrive at a

symptomatic all the more rapidly. However, such images are sensitive and should be ensured. In this paper, propose the
principal joint watermarking-encryption pressure conspire for the insurance of medical images. Its inventiveness is twofold. In a
first time, it permits the admittance to watermarking-based security administrations from the scrambled and the compacted
bitstreams without parsing them even part of the way. It gets conceivable to follow images and control their dependability from
both the encoded and compacted spaces. In a second, it remains on the blend of spot replacement watermarking, JPEG-LS and
the AES block figure in its CBC mode to make our plan. Tests directed on various medical images modalities (radiographic and
retina pictures) show the ability of our framework to safely make accessible a message in both scrambled and compacted areas
while limiting the contortion of the images.
Keywords: Joint watermarking-encryption-compression, JPEG-LS, security, watermarking, block cipher.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in medical imaging and communication technologies make images play a significant role in diagnosis and patient
following. Images are communicated in telemedicine applications as well as mutualized and shared in data warehouses or in the
cloud where they can be reused in order to better understand diseases and to develop diagnosis aid support systems. However, such
a data access, manipulation and communication over unsecure public networks like Internet increases security needs in terms of data
confidentiality, reliability and traceability. Reliability of a piece of information is based on the outcomes of its integrity and
authenticity. This is why organizations focus on implementing stringent policies and procedures, based on various security
mechanisms. Among these security mechanisms, one can find two complementary mechanisms: encryption and watermarking.
Encryption offers an “a priori” protection in the sense that, once decrypted, a piece of data is no longer protected. On its side,
watermarking provides an “a posteriori” protection. Basically, in the case of an image, watermarking embeds or dissimulates into it
a message by imperceptibly modifying its pixel gray values. Depending on the message content, different watermarking-based
security services such as integrity control, traceability and usage control can be deployed. As defined, watermarking allows users to
access data while maintaining them protected by an invisible watermark. Based on their complementarity in terms of protection
there is an interest to combine encryption and watermarking in order to simultaneously ensure an a priori/ a posteriori protection.
We will then refer to crypto-watermarking the main purpose of which is to provide watermarking-based security services from
encrypted data.
The deployment of such crypto-watermarking protection in medical imaging needs to take into account the specificities of this
domain. In particular, medical images represent large volume of data. As a consequence, images are stored in a compressed form so
as to reduce costs of storage or of communication. It is thus desirable to develop a priori/ a posteriori protection solutions that take
into account the fact that medical images are compressed. Most solutions combine watermarking or encryption with compression.
One will find methods that conduct encryption with compression jointly, i.e. at the same time, or sequentially, i.e. encryption after
or before compression. Similar solutions have been proposed to provide watermarking-based security services from compressed
data. Approaches that combine encryption, watermarking and compression are very few. They usually independently cascade these
three operations. As a consequence, watermarking-based security services are only available in a single domain.
In this paper, we propose the first joint watermarking encryption- compression (JWEC) scheme. If it merges these three operations
in a single process the decryption, decompression as well as message extraction processes are conducted independently as usually.
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A first originality of the solution we propose is that it allows the insertion of two messages: one message readable from the
encrypted bitstream and the other from the compressed bitstream without having, in both cases, to parse the bitstream, even
partially. Second, this scheme combines bit-substitution watermarking with JPEG-LS and the AES block cipher algorithm in its
Cipher Block Chaining mode. By doing so, this scheme is compliant with Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
(DICOM), the medical image standard. This solution makes possible to trace images and control their reliability directly from both
encrypted and compressed bitstreams.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
1) J. Vincent, W. Pan, and G. Coatrieux: In this paper, author propose two methothology to understand this issue. Initial, a
reserving outsider that forestall the cloud supplier (CP) to connect the records from their season of procurement is proposed. At
that point the utilization of Oblivious Transfer (OT) is advanced to keep the CP from realizing which pictures are gotten to by a
given purchaser specialist. The worldwide design for clinical pictures sharing is then portrayed and talked about.
2) D. Bouslimi and G. Coatrieux: In this paper, author propose a novel crypto-watermarking framework to check the dependability
of medical images and following them, for example recognizing the individual at the source of an illicit revelation. This
framework couples a typical watermarking strategy, in light of Quantization Index Modulation (QIM), and a joint
watermarking-decoding (JWD) approach. At the producer side, it permits the inclusion of a watermark as a proof of unwavering
quality of the images before sending it encoded; at the gathering, another watermark, a discernibility evidence, is inserted
during the unscrambling cycle. The scheme. author propose makes interoperate these two watermarking approaches considering
dangers of impedances between installed watermarks, permitting the admittance to both dependability and detectability
confirmations. Exploratory outcomes affirm the proficiency of our framework, and exhibit it very well may be utilized to
recognize the root of a divulgence regardless of whether the image has been modified.
3) J. C. Dagadu and J. Li: In this paper, author proposes a security framework for secure transmission of medical images in
telemedicine applications. The framework couples an IWT-LSB watermarking and an encryption dependent on arbitrary stage
and bedlam, to guarantee secrecy, respectability, verification and nonrepudiation of medical images. author use IWT because of
the touchy idea of medical images and the need to hold symptomatic quality after image remaking. Trial results and dissects
show that the framework gives adequate protection from different types of assaults.
4) Z. Qian, X. Zhang, Y. Ren, and G. Feng: This paper expects to introduce an elective technique achievable for block-enciphered
images. Before transferring information to a distant worker, the substance proprietor encodes the first image with a square code
calculation utilizing an encryption key. At that point, the worker implants extra pieces into the scrambled image with an
installing key to create the stamped encoded image. On the beneficiary side, the extra pieces can be extricated if the recipient
has the implanting key. In the event that the recipient has just the encryption key, the stamped encoded image can be
legitimately interpreted to a plaintext image with great quality. At the point when both the installing and encryption keys are
accessible for the collector, he can recuperate the first image with no errors.
5) C. V. Kumar, V. Natarajan, K. Nirmala, T. Balasubramanian, K. R. Rao, and S. Krishnan: In this paper, a proficient RW
strategy is recommended that recoups the installed information from the stamped scrambled shading palette images within the
sight of attacks. In this technique, embeddable shading significantly increases are developed by utilizing shading parceling.
Next, the cryptographic SHA-256 hash and Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) are applied over the mystery data to
guarantee the validness and honesty. The hash verified mystery information is implanted into the scrambled shading palette
image. The mystery information is extricated utilizing the distinct shading parceling strategy and confirmed with cryptographic
hash work. The proposed technique has higher inserting limit when contrasted with other relative plans. The BCH codes assists
with recouping the mystery information and spread image within the sight of commotion and attacks.
6) S. Haddad, G. Coatrieux, M. Cozic, and D. Bouslimi: In this paper, creator present another joint watermarking-pressure plot the
innovation of which remains in the mix of the lossless pressure standard JPEG-LS with the piece replacement watermarking
regulation. This plan permits the admittance to watermarking-based security administrations without decompressing the picture.
It gets conceivable to follow pictures or to confirm their realness straightforwardly from their compacted bitstream. Execution
of our plan, communicated as far as inserting limit and bending, are assessed on ultrasound pictures. They show that the
watermarked pictures don't perceptually contrast from their unique partners while offering a limit sufficiently huge to help
different security administrations.
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7) C. Lakshmi, K. Thenmozhi, J. B. B. Rayappan, and R. Amirtharajan: Computerized Imaging and Communications in Medicine
(DICOM) is one among the critical organizations utilized worldwide for the portrayal of medical images. Without a doubt,
medical images security assumes an urgent part in telemedicine applications. Combining encryption and watermarking in
medical images insurance prepares for upgrading the confirmation and more secure transmission over open channels. In this
unique situation, the current work on DICOM image encryption has utilized a fluffy disordered guide for encryption and the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) for watermarking. The proposed approach conquers the constraint of the Arnold change—
one of the most used disarray components in image encoding. Different measurements have validated the adequacy of the
proposed medical images encryption calculation.
8) X.-J. Tong, P. Chen, and M. Zhang: This paper set forward another image lossless pressure joint encryption calculation
dependent on tumultuous guide with all unique data flawless. The lossless pressure utilizes SPIHT(Set Partitioning in
Hierarchical Trees) encoding technique dependent on number wavelet change, and scramble different rounds during the time
spent wavelet coefficients and SPIHT coding applying numerous sorts of turbulent guides. Test results show that the packed
document size is around 50 % of the first record size, which accomplishes moderately great lossless pressure proportion. Also,
the encryption technique finishes numerous security assessments, for example, affectability test, entropy test, autocorrelation
test, NIST SP800–22 test. There is a high application esteem in the medical field and the public security office whose image
documents require a moderately high caliber.
9) H. Ga and W. Zeng: This paper advances the image compression and encryption dependent on the wavelet change and bedlam
by consolidating the upsides of disorganized planning. This strategy presents the turmoil and wavelet change into the advanced
image encryption calculation, and changes the image from the spatial space to the recurrence area of wavelet change, and adds
the cross breed commotion to the high recurrence part of the wavelet change, consequently accomplishing the reason for the
image corruption and improving the encryption security by consolidating the encryption approaches in the spatial area and
recurrence space dependent on the clamorous succession and the phenomenal qualities of wavelet change. Testing tests show
that such calculation lessens the memory utilization and executes the unpredictability, not exclusively can diminish the key
investing and pack the energy spending, yet additionally can improve the nature of decoded and reproduced image,
subsequently indicating great encryption highlights with better encryption impact.
10) Z. Qian, H. Xu, X. Luo, and X. Zhang: During information covering up, creator propose a joined inserting calculation including
two phases, the Huffman code planning and the arranged histogram moving. The inserting strategy is reversible. At the point
when an approved client requires a downloading activity, the worker removes extra messages from the checked encoded JPEG
bitstream and recuperates the first scrambled piece stream losslessly. Subsequent to downloading, the client gets the first JPEG
bitstream by an immediate decoding. The proposed structure out-performs past deals with RDH-EI. To start with, since the
undertakings of information implanting/extraction and bitstream recuperation are completely cultivated by the worker, the
picture proprietor and the approved client are needed to actualize no additional activities aside from JPEG encryption or
decoding. Second, the installing payload is bigger than best in class works.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The aim of our proposed system is to provide access to watermarking-based reliability protection services in both encrypted and
compressed domains while ensuring image confidentiality through encryption. It is based on two key procedures, as seen in the
device architecture: image security and image reliability verification.
To protect, bit-substitution watermarking, JPEG-LS, and Blowfish in its CBC mode are all used together at the security level. This
method allows for the insertion of two messages, each of which can be read from the image encrypted bit stream and the image
compressed bit stream.
Both messages have security attributes that evaluate the image's trustworthiness. Each message's embedding and extraction are
based on two watermarking keys: one in the compressed domain and the other in the encrypted domain. Blowfish is parameterized
with the encryption key on its side.
A JWEC-protected image can be decrypted and decompressed in the normal way at the verification level that is, using Blowfish
decryption and JPEG-LS decompression separately. Our JWEC scheme doesn't require any decryption or decompression procedures
of its own. To JPEG-LS and Blowfish, watermarking is fully transparent.
In the next section, we'll show you how to watermark a JPEG-LS image jointly before implementing our JWEC scheme.
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A. System Architecture

Fig. System Architecture
1) Blowfish Encryption and Decryption
a) Input
128 bit /192 bit/256 bit input (0, 1)
Secret key (128 bit) +plain text (128 bit).
b) Process
10/12/14-rounds for-128 bit /192 bit/256 bit input
Xor state block (i/p)
Final round:10,12,14
Each round consists: sub byte, shift byte, mix columns, add

round key.

c) Output
Cipher text
2) File Compressor and Decompresser
File compressor is responsible for taking images as input and compresses them using the DCT algorithm. The process is using DCT
because DCT is relatively simple to compute, it is separable (you can do separate DCTs for rows and columns) and has pretty well
“energy compaction” properties, Since JPEG, it has been replaced by other transforms which are even simpler and can be computed
in fixed-point arithmetic (Watson, n.d.). The working can be simply explained as:
a) Image2RLE reads an image and performs DCT, applies quantization (Q-Matrix taken is standard JPEG matrix obtained from
psycho-visual) experiments) and encodes it using Run Length Encoding.
b) Encoded data is written into a text file with name image.txt {this text file has lesser bytes than original image = Compression}
RLE2image reads image.txt and decodes it into image again, writing a new compressed image onto disk.
Algorithm: Image Compression
Data: Image I
Result: Image cI

Lo_D, Hi_D, Lo_R, Hi_R = Haar wavelet transformation

vector c = Wavelet Decomposition (Lo_D, Hi_D)

bookkeeping matrix s Wavelet Decomposition (Lo_D, Hi_D)

Calculate(threshold t, coefficients for compression q)

cI = Compress(c, s, t)
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experiments are done by a personal computer with a configuration: Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30GHz, 4GB memory,
Windows 7, MySQL 5.1 backend database and Jdk 1.8. The application is web application used tool for design code in Eclipse and
execute on Tomcat server
1) Results 1: Shows file size on x axis and Encryption Time on Y-axis
In this subsection, our System evaluates the performance of the proposed scheme by several experiments. System runs these
experiments on a window machine with an Intel processor 2.30GHz processor and 8GB memory. All these experiments use Java
programming language with the various encryption algorithms such as AES (Proposed system), CP-ABE (Existing System).
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Figure 1: Shows file size on x axis and Encryption Time on Y-axis

Index
Number
1
2
3
4

Table 1: Show File Size and Encryption Time
Image size (KB)
CP-ABE Encryption Time
30
50
100
1000

31
36
63
102

AES Encryption
Time
28
31
58
93

2) Results 2: Shows file size on x axis and Decryption Time on Y-axis
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Figure 2: Shows file size on x axis and Decryption Time on Y-axis
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Table 2: Show File Size and Decryption Time
Index
Number

Image
size (KB)

1
2
3
4

30
50
100
1000

CP-ABE
Decryption
Time
12
16
26
52

AES
Decrypti
on Time
9
12
21
46

3) Results 3: Shows file size on x axis and Uploading Time on Y-axis
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the first joint watermarking encryption- JPEG-LS compression scheme, the purpose of which is to
offer a simultaneous a priori/a posteriori image protection. It combines bit-substitution watermarking with JPEG-LS and AES in its
CBC mode making it fully compliant with DICOM. Our scheme gives access to two messages in the compressed and in the
Encrypted domains without having to parse the bit streams even partially. We further demonstrated how these messages can be used
for verifying reliability of an image in both domains. Even though this JWEC scheme induces an image information loss, it well
preserves the diagnosis value of images. Beyond, offered capacities are large enough so as to allow various watermarking based
security services. Future works will focus on improving the robustness and reducing the complexity of our scheme.
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